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7 letter writing suggestions
Core message
Altruistic objective
Distinguish yourself
History of excellence
Spelling and grammar
Customize to meet criteria
Originality and signature-style

What is a motivation letter?
A motivation letter may be required to support an application for:
●
●
●
●

A competitive scholarship
Employment as a graduate fellow or intern.
Admission into an undergraduate program (e.g. B.A.)
Admission into Graduate School (e.g. M.B.A, Ph.D)

The motivation letter is known by other synonyms such as:
● A personal essay
● A personal statement
Example of a motivation letter guidelines: University of Tartu (2016),
Motivation letter for Medicine,
<www.ut.ee/en/motivation-letter-requirements-medicine>. Accessed 9 November 2016.

What is a motivation letter? (continued)
The previous slide shows how there are multiple purposes and multiple
audiences for the motivation letter.
It is therefore imperative that you reflect carefully on exactly what is required.
Read the official guidelines provided by the institution carefully.
This presentation focuses on the motivation letter which may be used to
support an application for a scholarship, an internship/fellowship or
admission into an undergraduate/graduate post-secondary educational course.

Some examples of mandatory criteria
The guidelines may ask you to meet criteria such as these examples:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Discuss details of your academic history
List academic prizes and awards that you have won
Write an essay using English for Academic Purposes
Discuss your professional pathway (past, present, future)
Offer your viewpoint on specific topics (e.g. global warming)
Discuss your life history: work, volunteering, sports, memberships
Maximum/minimum word limit (you must adhere to this guideline)

If you do not have anything to report for certain criteria, then you
should explicitly state this, otherwise the Review Panel may conclude
that you have chosen to ignore the motivation letter guidelines.

Official Guidelines example: DAAD
The German ‘Deutscher Akademischer Austausch Dienst’ (DAAD)
(German Academic Exchange Service) (2016) is a good example for
applicants who are applying to multiple countries, including Germany.
The DAAD administer many generous prestigious scholarships.

DAAD example (continued)
DAAD provide comprehensive guidelines that offer optional advice
about how to succeed in preparing a good motivation letter. You may
draw ideas from online sources such as DAAD’s guidelines in cases
where you have no guidelines or the guidelines imposed are flexible.
DAAD (2016), How to write a letter of motivation,
<http://ic.daad.de/imperia/md/content/islamabad/letter_of_motivation.pdf>. Accessed 9 Nov 2016.

Modestly distinguish yourself. What is your core
message? Example: are you a talented musician?

Philanthropist

Music scholar

Artist

Published author

There are many talented scholars. Why are you worthy?
Admissions officers and scholarships administrators see hundreds
of excellent motivation letters each year that look similar. It is
essential that you modestly promote your unique talents.

Customize your motivation letters
Never submit the same letter twice or use a template formula.
If your application looks general it will most likely be ignored.
Be sure that your application meets all mandatory criteria
stated in the guidelines. Use keywords that explicitly make it
clear to your readers that you are addressing these criteria.
Place the recipient’s name, title, contacts and organization
name at the top of your motivation letter if this is permitted.
Try to differentiate your letter by displaying some degree
of originality with structure, format and content.

Research the sponsor (continued)
You should aim to customize your motivation letter to show that you have
researched the sponsor, if the guidelines allow this. You should provide
evidence of a connection between your career objective and the sponsor’s:
● Public image

● Current operations

● Official mandate

● Organizational structure

● Institutional values

● Historical achievements

Always research the institutions that you apply to.
Example: The New School
1919 - 1997

2011

The New School For Social Research
is the institution’s official name.

A new division is created titled
“The New School for Public Engagement”

1919

1997 - 2005

2016
10, 200 enrolled scholars

School was established
in New York City

The New School University is the
institution’s official name.

Private not-for-profit research intensive university

Target your audience
You should aim to give your audience the impression that you have a very
strong interest in that particular opportunity that you are applying for.

Check the motivation letter guidelines carefully. If it is appropriate, then you
should consider including details in your motivation letter such as:
● The details of this particular opportunity that match your career objective;
● The reasons why you support the mandate of the sponsoring organization
and its organizational culture;
● Your qualifications, skills and experience that align with this opportunity
and the objectives and culture of the sponsoring organization.

Are some topics ‘secretly’ favored?
There are two main reasons why you should research your institution. The first
reason is relevance. For example, if you are applying to study at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, your motivation letter might have more
chance of success if you focus on issues that concern science and technology,
especially if you are applying for a B.Sc, M.Sc or Ph.D in science.
Some informed scholars argue that certain institutions favor essays that
discuss topics and defend values that align with the values of their institution.
If you are applying at The New School, your letter may have more chance of
success if you focus on issues that concern social justice or fashion.
You must always follow the guidelines provided by the sponsor.

Write from your heart. Be passionate. Be honest.
How will you use your opportunity to make the world
a better place for others?
Altruistic objective
You should apply for scholarships and
very competitive courses where you
have a strong motivation to succeed in
that
field.
Competition
among
applicants is fierce. Each application
may take days to complete. You will
have more chance of success if you
reflect deeply on your strengths,
achievements and the specific positive
contributions that you wish to make to
our global society.

Winner example
Using Google Searches, it is possible to find
examples of excellent motivation letters.
This includes examples of motivation
letters that have been successful. Check the
details of who is listing an example of a
good letter and decide for yourself if the
source is independent and credible. If the
example is featured on a college’s website,
then you can trust that this is a good
example of what that particular college may
seek out in a good motivational letter.

This is an example of a motivational letter that
covers the basic information about why the
person wants to study a particular course at a
particular university. It provides the basic
information about a person’s academic history.
This letter is suggestive of a template style
approach. There is no creative component to this
letter, such as referring to innovative scholarly
ideas that the applicant has with regards to their
future studies. This is a ‘safe’ letter. The spelling
and grammar is adequate and it uses paragraphs
to separate key ideas. The speaker talks to their
audience in a respectful tone.
International Hellenic University (2016),
Example of a motivation letter,
<http://ecs.ihu.edu.gr/co/employment-business
-letters/example-motivation-letter>. Accessed
9 November 2016.

Excellent spelling and grammar
Poor spelling and grammar is one of the most common reasons why scholarship and
college applications are not successful.
Scholarship and college administrators understand that many applicants come from
non-English speaking backgrounds. It is natural that the ‘voice’ of a motivation letter
may sound ‘foreign’ and that small spelling and grammar errors may creep in.
It is not acceptable to have large amounts of spelling and grammar errors or letters
that are difficult to comprehend. You want to convince your sponsor that you are a
hard-working, conscientious scholar who has excellent attention-to-detail.
Send a copy of your draft letter to a native-speaker of the English language. Consult
free resources such as Google Docs spellcheck and www.grammarly.com

Use the English language spelling
of your sponsor’s country
American English

British English

Other e.g. Canadian

Spelling:

Spelling:

Spelling:

Organization

Organisation

Organization

Center

Centre

Center

Vocabulary:

Vocabulary:

Vocabulary:

College education

Higher-education

Post-secondary studies

Microsoft Word allows you to use a spellchecker for regional English e.g. Australian
English. Try to arrange for a native speaker of the English language to check the spelling,
grammar and vocabulary of your draft application. For global applications e.g. the United
Nations, it is acceptable to use American English or British English.

German example
Downloads
“Letter of motivation samples
Universities often ask applicants to
write a letter of motivation (US) or a
personal statement (UK). Selectors
are looking for a well-prepared and
structured text (of between one to two
pages) to help them choose applicants
in particularly popular subjects, e.g.
Medicine. The focus of your writing
should be to stress your motivation
and passion for the course of study
you are applying for.”

●

Sample letter of motivation US

●

Letter of motivation Erasmus

●

Personal statement UK

Ludwig-Maximilian University of Munich
(2016), Letter of motivation samples,
http://www.jobline.uni-muenchen.de/samp
les/letters_of_motivation/index.html

Example of a good motivation letter

http://www.thefreeschool.education/scholarships.html

Example of a good CV

http://www.thefreeschool.education/scholarships.html

Match your CV to the criteria
Some motivation letter guidelines require you to attach your curriculum
vitae (CV) (résumé) to your letter. The Review Panel want to see evidence
that your CV is a strong match for the opportunity that you apply for.
You should use the CV and motivation letter to display your history of
academic excellence and your success in other domains.
For example, scholarships for developmental studies are popular. The
following details are a good match for this type of scholarship:
● Past work experience (including volunteering) in developing
communities. Examples: teaching, nursing, building shelters.
● Prior studies in economic development e.g. certificate, diploma.

Covering letter
If you apply for a scholarship, internship or
admission into a very competitive course, it
is a good idea to attach a covering letter
and your curriculum vitae (CV) even if
these are not requested. Using Google, you
can find dozens of official websites that
show you how to write a covering letter to
apply to a American, Canadian and
European universities. These examples
heavily outnumber the websites that show
you how to write a motivational letter.

Utrecht University (2016), are correct in
stating that the structure and content of a
covering letter are often very similar to
those required of the motivation letter.
This website offers a good, simple
introduction into the “do’s” and “don’ts” of
writing a good covering letter, motivation
letter and CV when applying for an
opportunity at a university.
Utrech University (2016), CV and
motivation letter,
<http://students.uu.nl/en/university-colle
ge-utrecht/student-life-and-career-orienta
tion/masters/cv-and-motivation-letter>.
Accessed 9 November 2016.

Covering letters
As a general rule, your covering letter must contain the following
details, in a similar order that follows this numbering system:
1. Date

2. Contact details of the sponsor 3. Your contact details

4. A reference number/code

5. Discussion

6. Signoff

CV (résumé) (continued)
These YouTube presentations may assist you if you need to prepare a
comprehensive application package in addition to a motivation letter.

Further reading
University of Auckland (2016), How to apply for a scholarship,
<https://www.auckland.ac.nz/en/for/current-students/cs-scholarships-and-awards/cs-how
-to-apply-for-a-scholarship.html>. Accessed 9 November 2016.
University of Leiden (2016), Guidelines letter of motivation – LUC The Hague,
<https://media.leidenuniv.nl/legacy/guidelines-and-requirements-letter-of-motivation.pdf>.

Accessed 9 November 2016.
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